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A DOZEN GOOD THINGS ABOUT GRIEVING 
By Thomas Attig, author of Catching Your Breath in Grief: ... and Grace Will Lead You Home, How We Grieve: 
Relearning the World and The Heart of Grief: Death and the Search for Lasting Love 

 
Grieving is a hopeful process.  
Many feel hopeless, even desperate, in the midst of the crises of ego, soul, spirit, family, and community and the 
intensity of suffering that can follow loss. When we hope, we envision, open to, and reach for possibilities of living 
well, meaningfully, and purposefully. Hope is a movement of will that has been called “active receptivity.” It contrasts 
with wishing that is more passive, a waiting for good to come, often when it is either very unlikely or even impossible. 
And it contrasts with expectation that is more cognitive, rooted in calculations of what is probable and often a matter 
of taking for granted what has not yet been granted.  
 
The understandings outlined here are all about hopeful aspects of grieving, as they enable grievers to envision, 
open to, and reach for meaning and value through grieving response. 
 
Helen Keller once said, “Although our world is full of sorrow, it is full also of the overcoming of it.” Grieving in its 
fullness is exactly the process of overcoming or transcending the suffering that comes over us in bereavement.  
 
Grieving is not just about unwelcome and difficult things that happen in our lives. Clearly, things do happen 
to us as we grieve. Much of our experience is choiceless, not in our control: a) bereavement - the death of a loved 
one experienced as a loss and b) grief reaction - the brokenness and sorrow that come over us in all dimensions of 
our being - psychological, emotional, physical, behavioral, social, intellectual, soulful, and spiritual. 
 
It is not surprising that many believe that in grief we are entirely, or at least predominantly, passive or helpless 
victims of happenings beyond our control, since such views are entirely too common in contemporary culture. This 
belief takes root in the limits of thinking of grieving as a) invariably and inevitably unfolding in Kubler-Ross’s familiar 
five stages (or in other stage/phase understanding) or as b) symptoms that signal we have come down with 
something like an illness that must be treated by others who know more than we do about our needs and how to 
meet them. 

Please join us for our next meetings 
Thursday, November 7th – Hopeful Grieving 

Thursday, December 5th –  The Gift of My Child/Sibling 
7:00 at The Children’s Home of Poughkeepsie 

10 Children’s Way, Poughkeepsie, NY  
Sunday, December 8th – Annual Candle Lighting Ceremony 

6:30 Registration; 7:00 Ceremony 
Rombout Fire House 

901 Main St, Fishkill, NY 12524 
 
 

Call Kathy (845) 462-2825 for information 
 

 

 

A WARM WELCOME TO NEWCOMERS 

We understand how difficult it is to attend your first meeting. Feelings can be overwhelming; we have all experienced them and know 
how important it is to take that first step. Our stories may be different but we are alike in that we all hurt deeply. We cannot take your 

pain away but we can offer friendship and support. Bring a friend or relative to lean on if you wish. 
 
 

 



 
Grieving is also about what we choose to do with what happens to us (grieving response). As we grieve, we 
actively reengage in living, again in all dimensions of our being. Grieving is more than what happens to us when a 
loved one dies; it is about what we do with what happens to us. Grieving is effortful and pervaded with choice. It 
requires not only time but effort. I understand the effort required as a process of relearning the world – that is, as 
one of relearning how to live (how to be and act) in a world transformed by loss. 
 
There is no one right way to respond to bereavement, brokenness, and sorrow any more than there is one right 
way to live. Each of us grieves in our own way and in our own time, just as we learn how to live in our own way and 
in our own time. 
 
Victor Frankl, writing of living with suffering, once said, "Everything can be taken from a man but one thing; the last 
of human freedoms – to choose one's attitude in any given circumstance, to choose one's own way."  
 
Grieving response asks us to do what we are made to do and have been doing since birth – learning how 
to live. Of course, learning how to live is a life-long effort that none of us ever finishes, as life circumstances 
constantly present new opportunities and challenges. So, too, is relearning how to live in the world in grief. Because 
this is so, and despite what public media and some misguided counsellors say, closure is an unrealistic and 
inappropriate goal in grieving. We will never stop either missing or loving those who have died. Learning how to live 
is by no means an easy thing, and what we think we have learned is always subject to revision. Bereavement and 
grief reaction can present especially daunting challenges that should never be discounted. Still, there is reassurance 
in recognizing that the relearning how to live that bereavement requires is not a radically unfamiliar kind of thing. 
We have been learning how to live day after day and year after year through good times and difficult, through crises 
and beyond. Bereavement does not entail that we have to start all over again in learning how to live. Much of what 
we know about how to live remains viable. Although there is much new to be learned, we’ve all had experiences of 
changing and reaching into the new that contain lessons for meeting current challenges in grieving. (I would find 
the currently fashionable distinction between “intuitive” and “instrumental” styles in grieving useful only if I thought 
that there were only two styles or ways of living a life. I firmly believe that each of us has our own way of living a 
human life with meaning and purpose; the variation in styles of living and grieving, is infinite, by no means limited 
to two styles.)  
 
We humans are amazingly resilient. Yes, there is a great deal of brokenness in our experiences when we grieve. 
We are often all too painfully aware of such things as the shattering of our illusions of invulnerability and control; 
undoing of our daily life patterns; disruption in the unfolding of our life stories; and troubles or distress in our ties 
with others, community, or the divine. In the midst of crisis – suspended between life as it was before the death and 
a life yet to be after the death – it can be tempting to conclude that everything is broken, and hopelessly so. It can 
be very difficult to recognize and draw upon what is not broken – our own resilience and resources in the great web 
of life that holds us all. We have our health and physical stamina, such as they are. We are able still to solve 
everyday problems, make decisions, and protect ourselves from threats. We know a great deal about how to make 
ourselves at home, care, and love. We still can draw upon capacities for courage, faith, hope, perseverance, and 
searching for understanding. We continue to love fellow survivors and the deceased. We are able to reach out to 
countless lifelines of support in our surrounding worlds.  
 
Through grieving we emerge from only apparent chaos. We can think of grieving as a process of reintroducing 
order into the brokenness of our lives. Our resilience enables us to do so. Relearning the world involves a) learning 
how to carry pain of missing our loved one; b) relearning how to live in our physical and social surroundings, within 
ourselves, and in the greater scheme of things; and c) learning how to love in separation. As we grieve, we reengage 
with a world filled with reminders of separation from our loved ones, reshape our daily life 3 patterns, enter new 
chapters in our life stories, and open our hearts to caring and loving again, including the possibilities of loving in 
separation.  
 
We can learn from our emotions about things we need in order to heal (become whole again). Our emotions 
are not merely painful or difficult to bear sensations/experiences. Like physical pains or distress, they cry more for 
attention than for expression. We commonly try to suppress, cover, or flee from them, but these strategies do not 
serve us well. Emotions function in many ways that are parallel to immune systems or early-warning systems. When 
physical or emotional pains are serious, they persist or intensify until we give them the attention they cry for and 
deserve. Bottom line, we are not victims of our emotions; they can help us if we attend to them. 
 



Emotions are our friends. We can learn from them about our deepest selves and deepest needs through sorrow-
friendly practices such as reaching out to others to attend to sorrow with us, keeping a grief journal, meditation, 
dream-keeping, using the arts, leaning into faith, and opening the heart in prayer. 
 
We can reach past the pain of separation to reconnect with some of the best in life. Many wonder how long 
the worst of grief is going to last, whether it will be unrelenting and eventually overwhelm us. But the intensity of 
emotion tends to ease up when we pay attention to the emotion, learn from it, and begin to use what we learn in 
relearning how to live in the world after loss. 
 
First encounters with painful reminders of loss are usually the most difficult; we can become accustomed to such 
reminders as we revisit them. Most importantly, the things, places, experiences, events, other people and the like 
that remind us of separation do so because they also remind us of something of persons who died or life with them 
that we still value. When we reach past the pain of being reminded of separation, we can remember what we still 
hold in memory and legacy that no one can take from us.  
 
At its heart, grieving is a labor of love. Learning to love in separation is both possible and desirable. We can see 
that it is possible when we realize that we are apart from our loved ones most of the time when they are alive. We 
are by no means always at home together, in the same room, with eyes and ears only for one another. We don’t 
stop loving one another when we part. We know a great deal about how to love in separation, how to hold one 
another in our hearts when we are apart – thinking of, speaking about, remembering, sharing interests, being 
grateful to one another, drawing inspiration from one another, etc.  
 
Bereavement entails only that we can no longer love one another in ways that require physical presence with one 
another – a very great loss. But, in bereavement we can continue to love in all of the other ways we already know 
well that do not require physical presence. When we learn to love in separation, we fulfill our deep desire to continue 
loving and to feel our loved ones’ love for us. And we fulfill their deep desires to be remembered and cherished for 
what they have given and continue to give even after they’ve died.  
 
Remembering is the key to loving in separation. There are countless ways in which we can share, collect, 
recover, record, add to, value, and explore the meanings in memories and cherished stories of the lives of our loved 
ones. 
 
Memories bring the past into present awareness – enabling us to reach across time and retrieve some of the very 
best of life. In this it is as amazing as perception that enables us to reach across space and bring what is “over 
there” into awareness “over here.” Remembering is a vital and dynamic process of reengaging with the very real 
past that we cherish and has made us who we are in so many ways (in no way to be confused with bringing to mind 
an “inner representation,” as some would have it). We carry within ourselves and in our families and communities 
stories of our loved ones that no one, nor anything including grief itself, can take away from us. 
 
Grieving enables us to recognize and embrace enduring legacies of lives now ended. A legacy is, by 
definition, a gift from a person who has died. Our loved ones leave us many, including memories of irreplaceable 
characters and lives together. Physical legacies include money, property, and other inheritances. Some leave us 
siblings, cousins, children, grandchildren, nieces and nephews. Biologically, some leave us our genetic make-up 
and physical traits. Practical legacies include ways of doing things, skills and abilities, interests, avocations, and 
even vocations. Soulful legacies include roots and grounding in family, friendship, and community and ways of 
caring and loving others, the environment, or the divine. Spiritual legacies include aspirations, courage, faith, hopes, 
and ways of searching for understanding of meanings and our place in the great scheme of things. 
 
Memory enables us to recognize these legacies. As we embrace them, we appreciate how they contribute to making 
us who we are as individuals, families, and communities, how they live on in and through us. 
 
Grieving is a healing process. Healing, or coming into wholeness, is not merely a matter of recovering physical 
health. We can heal in all dimensions of our being as we address our brokenness and find and make ways of 
returning to wholeness in our daily life patterns, new trajectories in our life stories, improved interactions with those 
who survive with us, reshaped family and community lives, ways of being at home again in our lives or in the greater 
scheme of things, renewed and deepened connections through memory with our roots and the best in the past that 
has made us who we are today, and in sustaining and life-affirming loving ties in separation with those who have 
died. 



 

THE SPECIFIC QUALITIES OF SIBLING GRIEF -- HOW IT MORPHS & MARKS US. 
Lynn Shattuck 

 
“Mom, Violet’s looking at my yearbook again,” my son 
whines, walking into the room with a stormy look on his 
face. 
 

“Mom, Max is being sooooo mean to me!” my daughter 
huffs a few minutes later, her face crumpling. 
 

It’s been one of those mornings. I’ve lost count of how 
many times the words, “Please be kind,” has slipped 
through my lips, as my own voice evolves from soft and 
patient to a sharp, irritated tone. I even broke out my lame 
little jingle: Be kind/To one another/To your sister/To your 
brother/Says your mother. 
 

“I’m about to send you both to your rooms,” I finally threaten. The bickering is persistent and buzzing, a swarm of 
mosquitoes I keep slapping away, but who keep returning. 
 

Five minutes later, Violet emits a high-pitched cry from the den. My son Max hollers, “Violet!” and darts to her as if 
she’s trapped in a burning building, and he’s prepared to drag her to safety. He hugs onto her, smoothing her hair 
as she explains she stubbed her toe. 
 

They argue incessantly. And they love each other fiercely. In other words, they’re typical siblings. 
They are two souls who were shuttled to the same family, who share DNA, knit together by my husband and me. 
 

The connection between them is intense and sacred. They drive each other batty, but the relationship they have 
with each other is theirs alone; and while they might not realize it yet, their bond is something they won’t experience 
with anyone else, ever. 
 

It’s a connection that I study closely: through it, I see what I lost. 
 

When I was 24, my younger brother Will, my only sibling, died from drugs and alcohol. 
 

After two decades of bellowing, “I’m telling Mom,” at each other, Will and I had finally settled into the beginning of 
what I assumed would be our adult relationship. We still annoyed each other and were keen to each other’s faults, 
but we were also friends who shared the same taste in movies and music, who enjoyed the same dark and smutty 
humor. We spoke in shorthand that can only be spoken with someone who knew what it was like to grow up in our 
particular family, with our particular parents, godparents, and grandparents. 
 

The person I’d shared my childhood with was gone. The person I’d assumed I’d have another 50 or 60 years with 
was yanked from the planet. My brother’s death was the worst thing that had ever happened to me, the moment 
that would ever bisect my life into before and after. 
 

And yet, I often felt as if my loss was invisible. 
 

In those raw, early days of grief, I searched for books about losing a sibling. But I found only a handful of children’s 
books that explored the topic; nothing for someone like me, a young adult grieving the death of a brother or sister. 
There were more books on losing a pet than a sibling. 
 

And then there was the immensity of my parents’ loss. 
 

The death of a child is widely acknowledged as the worst thing. To have to plan a funeral for the person you bathed 
and fed and cradled shatters the natural order. My parents’ loss was unfathomable and would last a lifetime. A 
parent myself now, it’s the thing I wish against every night: Just let them outlive me, I whisper into the air around 
their sleep-slackened faces each night—my fiercest prayer. 
 

My grief seemed to pool in the shadow of my parents’ loss. People urged me, “Be strong for your parents.” Some 
even asked me to pass their condolences on to my mom and dad, ignoring the fact that I’d lost someone, too. 
 

https://www.elephantjournal.com/author/lynn-shattuck/
https://www.elephantjournal.com/2016/08/how-to-survive-the-loss-of-someone-we-cant-live-without/
https://www.elephantjournal.com/2017/06/4-things-we-say-to-a-grieving-person-that-actually-make-things-worse/


Grieving siblings are sometimes referred to by mental health professionals as forgotten or invisible mourners, which 
complicates the loss further. There was the terrible pain of my brother’s absence, of our erased, entwined future. 
And then there was the sense—because of peoples’ concern for my parents, and because of the lack of resources 
available—that maybe I didn’t have a right to feel so broken. That losing a brother wasn’t really that bad. 
 

But it was that bad. Part of me knew it then, as every cell in my body felt pained. 
 

Now, watching my children, I feel even more aware of what I lost. 
 

Every day, there are hugs and spats. There are tender, cuddly moments and there are times when they bicker over 
absurd things, like who gets to play with the broken microphone that’s been sitting on the shelf for three years, 
ignored and left behind, and now, suddenly, feverishly, coveted by both. 
 

By sharing so much time and space together, by sharing genetics and, occasionally, toys, they are deeply woven 
into one another. They are twinned and twined. 
 

I read once that our bodies absorb the minerals native to the earth of our hometowns. We soak them up from the 
water and soil of the geographies we inhabit. Even if we move far away, our bodies remember, our cells still 
saturated with home. 
 

In the same way, our brothers and sisters mark us, morph us. They alter and shape who we were, who we are, and 
who we will be. 
 

My brother, gone almost two decades now—almost as long as he was here—will always be with me, just as his 
absence continues, the loss softer but still palpable, coursing through my cells, invisible and essential as blood. I 
carry him with me the same way I carry the contour of the mountain peaks of Alaska, the shining water, the rich rain 
forest soil. Losing my brother changed me forever, but so did loving him. 
 

Each week, I get messages from people who’ve lost a brother or sister. They tell me they feel crushed, adrift, 
unseen. That they don’t know how to be there for their parents, that they don’t know how to move forward in a life 
they thought they’d have with their sister or brother. That it’s been weeks or years since their sibling died. They tell 
me, sometimes, that they feel unseen, shadowed, in their grief. 
 

I see you; I write back. I watch my children. I run my fingers along my wounds, along the places where my brother 
was and still remains. I see you. 

___________________________________ 

 

YOU ARE INVITED: 

MID HUDSON BEREAVED PARENTS OF THE USA 

ANNUAL CANDLE LIGHTING CEREMONY 
Sunday December 8, 2019 

 

Rombout Fire House 
901 Main St, Fishkill, NY 12524 

 

6:30 Registration 

7:00 Ceremony 
 
 

Slide presentation of Our Children  
 

Live music performed by Jim Nurre & Jeremy Leventhal 
 

Reception immediately following the ceremony 
 
 

  Please bring a finger food to share after the ceremony   
 

   If you have not already done so, please submit your child’s picture 
to be included in the Slide Presentation as soon as possible  

Email Kathy -- kjcorrigan5@gmail.com 

 



 

 
 

 

30 WAYS TO HONOR AND REMEMBER YOUR LOVED ONE DURING THE 

HOLIDAYS, ON THEIR BIRTHDAY OR ON THEIR DEATH ANNIVERSARY: 
 

1. Take flowers to the gravesite, a memorial site, or another place where you go to remember your loved 
one. 

2. Look at old photos and home videos.  Do this alone and have a good cry or reminisce over photo albums 
with family and friends. 

3. Turn digital photos into a photo album on Shutterfly or Snapfish. 
4. Donate a few of your loved one’s old belongings to a shelter or other charity.  If you don’t want to give 

away any of their things, just make a charitable donation in their name. 
5. Volunteer with a charity or cause close to your loved one’s heart. 
6. Plan a memorial service or candlelight vigil. 
7. Reach out to someone else grieving the loss via letter, card, phone call, or e-mail. 
8. Host a dinner party and invite those who knew your loved one best. 
9. Cook your loved one’s favorite dish, use one of their recipes to prepare a meal, or host a potluck and ask 

people to bring a dish your loved one liked. 
10. Light a candle in honor of your loved one. 
11. Visit or spend time in a place where you feel close to your loved one. 
12. Take the trip you had been planning or dreaming about. 
13. Read old notes, letters, or e-mails from your loved one. 
14. Treat yourself to a massage. 
15. Distract yourself by getting together with friends, going to the movies, or taking a short trip. 
16. Watch your loved one’s favorite movie. 
17. Make a mix CD of music that reminds you of your loved one. 
18. Create a new ritual to celebrate the life of your loved one.  Choose a ritual that can be repeated in the 

years to come. 
19. Do something your loved one would have enjoyed. 
20. Build a memorial with portraits, personal items, and objects that remind you of your loved one. 
21. Spend time journaling about your loved one. 
22. Make a toast or say a prayer or blessing in their honor. 
23. Plant a tree in your loved one’s name. 
24. Establish a scholarship in their name. 
25. Celebrate the strengths you have developed as a result of your loved one’s death. 
26. Search for joy and feel gratitude. 
27. Make a keepsake box of things that remind you of your loved one. 
28. Finish a project your loved one was working on. 
29. Continue to work towards a cause your loved one was involved with. 
30. Tell a story about your loved one to a stranger. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

      

 

 

         

         Grief isn’t a seasonal song; 

            it’s a lifetime song but it doesn’t have 

               to be a sad song forever… 

https://whatsyourgrief.com/journaling-gratitude/


Please join us as we commemorate 25 years of  helping 

grieving parents and families rebuild their lives after the death 

of a child. August 7–9, 2020 in St. Louis Missouri. 
 

Our Gathering theme “25 Years of Hope” says it all. BPUSA 

has been a beacon of hope for grieving families since its 

beginning in January 1995. 
 

The Gathering Conference will be a three-day event with 

keynote speakers, workshops, meals, entertainment and 

memorial ceremonies all designed to help bereaved parents 

and their families understand that they are not alone in their 

grief. Our annual Gatherings have been praised as wonderfully 

meaningful experiences, life-changing in many ways. 

Participants come away feeling refreshed and revitalized, 

better informed about the grieving process, more aware of 

hope and promise and affirmed by meeting new friends who 

travel the same path. This year, our closing ceremony on 

Sunday morning will include a short bus trip to visit the Angel 

of Hope Memorial in Blanchett Park, St. Charles, MO. 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

We Don’t Recover From Grief, And That’s Okay 
From https://whatsyourgrief.com 
 
After some discussion with our insightful readers, we’re adding a brief preface to this article.  We feel it’s important 
to clarify upfront that when we say we don’t recover from grief or experience “grief recovery”, we do NOT mean that 
we don’t recover from the intense pain of loss. It is important for all grieving people – despite their loss and 
experiences – to believe in the hope for healing. No one should expect to live with the anguish associated with 
acute grief forever. 
 

Our belief is that grief encompasses more than just pain. We believe that over time grief changes shape and comes 
to hold space for many different experiences and emotions – some of these experiences may be painful – like a 
milestone or the anniversary of a loved one’s death – but some of them may be comforting – like warm memories 
and the enduring role that your loved one plays in your life. With that, the original article is presented below. 

 
 
I need to tell you that, in the face of significant loss, we don’t “recover” from grief. 
 

Yes, I’m using the royal “we” because you and I are all a part of this club. 
   

I also need to tell you that that not recovering from grief doesn’t doom you to a life of despair. Let me reassure you, 
there are millions of people out there, right now, living normal and purposeful lives while also experiencing ongoing 
grief. 
 

All the things you’ve heard about getting over grief, going back to normal, and moving on – they are 
misrepresentations of what it means to love someone who has died. I’m sorry, I know us human people appreciate 
things like closure and resolution, but this isn’t how grief goes. 

http://www.stcharlesparks.com/facilities/rau-garden-blanchette-park/angel-of-hope/
http://www.stcharlesparks.com/facilities/rau-garden-blanchette-park/angel-of-hope/
https://whatsyourgrief.com/


  
This isn’t to say that “recovery” doesn’t have a place in grief – it’s simply ‘what’ we’re recovering from that needs to 
be redefined. To “recover” means to return to a normal state of health, mind, or strength, and as many would attest, 
when someone very significant dies, we never return to a pre-loss “normal”. The loss, the person who died, our 
grief – they all get integrated into our lives and they profoundly change how we live and experience the world. 
 

What will, hopefully, return to a general baseline is the level of intense emotion, stress, and distress that a person 
experiences in the weeks and months following their loss.  So perhaps we recover from the intense distress of grief, 
but we don’t recover from the grief itself. 
  

Now you could say that I’m getting caught up in semantics, but sometimes semantics matter.  Especially, when 
trying to describe an experience that, for so many, is unfamiliar and frightening. Grief is one of those experiences 
you can never fully understand until you actually experience it and, until that time, all a person has to go on is what 
they’ve observed and what they’ve been told.  
  

The words we use to label and describe grief matter and, in many ways, these words have been getting us into 
trouble for decades. In the context of grief, words like denial, detachment, unresolved, recovery, and acceptance 
(to name a few) could be interpreted many different ways and some of these interpretations offer false impressions 
and false promises. 
 

Interestingly, when many of these words were first used by grief theorists starting in the early 20 th century, their 
intent was to help describe grief.  I have no doubt that in the contexts in which they were working, these words and 
their operational definitions were useful and effective. It’s when these descriptions reach our broader society without 
explanation or nuance, or when they are misapplied by those who position themselves as experts – that they go 
terribly awry. 
 

So, going back to the beginning, we don’t recover from grief after the loss of someone significant.  Grief is born 
when someone significant dies – and as long as that person remains significant – grief will remain.  
 

Ongoing grief is normal, not dysfunctional. It’s also not dysfunctional to experience unpleasant grief-related thoughts 
and emotions from time-to-time sometimes even years later. Humans are meant to experience both sides of the 
emotional spectrum – not just the warm and fuzzy half. As grieving people, this is especially true. Where there are 
things like love, appreciation, and fond memory, there will also be sadness, yearning, and pain. And though these 
experiences seem in opposition to one another, we can experience them all at the same time. 
 

Sure, people may push you to stop feeling the pain, but this is misguided. If the pain exists, it makes sense, because 
there will never come a day when you won’t wish for one more moment, one more conversation, one last hello, or 
one last goodbye. You learn to live with these wishes and you learn to accept that they won’t come true – not here 
on Earth – but you don’t stop wishing for them. 
   

And let me reassure you, experiencing pain doesn’t negate the potential for healing.  With constructive coping and 
maybe a little support, the intensity of your distress will lessen and your healing will evolve over time. Though there 
will be many ups and downs, you should eventually reach a place where you’re having just as many good days as 
bad…and then perhaps more good days than bad…until one day you may find that your bad grief days are few and 
far between. 
    

But the grief, it’s always there, like an old injury that aches when it rains.  And though this prospect may be scary in 
the early days of grief, I think in time you’ll find that you wouldn’t have it any other way.  Grief is an expression of 
love – these things grow from the same seed.  Grief becomes a part of how we love a person despite their physical 
absence; it helps connect us to memories of the past; it bonds us with others through our shared humanity, and it 
helps provide perspective on our immense capacity for finding strength and wisdom in the most difficult of times.  
 
 

https://whatsyourgrief.com/conflicting-emotions-of-grief/
https://whatsyourgrief.com/expanding-our-understanding-of-coping-with-life-after-loss/
https://whatsyourgrief.com/grief-is-love/
https://whatsyourgrief.com/grief-is-love/

